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STUDY ON KALMAN FILTER IN TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 
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Abstract: Some procedures of estimation and prediction based on Kalman 
filter in multivariate time series models of the type ARMA are suggested in 
the paper. Cases of multivariate time series with missing observations and 
with components known till various time periods are also considered. Numeri-
cal simulations demonstrate some of the r e s u l t s . 
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I. Introduction. Kalman filtering L6],L73 can be used as a very practic-
al instrument for the adaptive estimation and prediction of time series not 
only in technical applications but also for shorter (e.g. economic) time seri-
es (see e.g. [11,1.11.]). As far as Kalman filtering in time series analysis is 
concerned, some authors prefer to construct, by means of the Kalman filter, 
the (exact) likelihood function of the time series models (see L43,L83,Cl2j 
and others). However, in this paper the Kalman filter provides directly the 
recursive estimation and prediction formulas which are optimal in the sense 
of the least squares principle. 
After the recapitulation of the classical results we suggest some estima-
tion and prediction procedures for multivariate ARMA models. Moreover, it is 
shown how to modify these procedures when some components of observations are 
missing or when we know the particular components of the multivariate time se-
ries till various time periods. 
We shall apply the Kalman filter in the context of the following discrete 
linear dynamic system 
( l . D x t + 1- |> tx t+r tw t + 1 , 
d.2) yt
=Mtxt+vt> 
where (1.1) is the state equation and (1.2) is the observation equation of the 
system. Here xt is the (vector) state variable of the type (mt,l) at time t; 
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y. is the (vector) observation of the type (n.,1) at t; $>t, r\,Mt are matri-
ces of the type (m+ -,m.), (mt , ,q* , ) , (nt,mt), respectively ($ t is the 
state transition matrix or system matrix, Vt is the input matrix and M.. is 
the observation matrix at t); w+ and vt are random vectors of the type (qt,D 
and ( n t A ) fulfilling 
E(wt)=0, E(vt)=0, 
var(wt)=Qt, var(vt)=Rt, 
cov(w ,wt)=0, cov(vs,vt)=0, s4=t, 
cov(w ,v.)=0 
with variance matrices Qt and Rt of the type (qt,qt) and (a.,a.) at t. Moreo-
ver, the initial value x of the state variable is assumed to fulfil 
cov(xo,wt)=0, cov(xQ,vt)=0. 
If Yf denotes the (n,+...+nt)-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by the 
components cf the random vectors y-,...,yt then the Kalman filter produces re-
cursively the orthogonal projections xt and x., of xt and x. , into Y. toge-
ther with the matrices 
P^E(xt-St
t)(xt-5^)', P^+1=E(xt+1-^+1)(xt+1-^+1)'. 
The filter can be written in the form 
<-•» *t+r*>t*t> 
<i-4) p t + r V t * t
+ r t Q t + i
r t > 
(1.5) ^ - ^ ( y t - M t X * - 1 ) , 






The matrix M..P.."" Mf+Rt is supposed to be regular (i.e. positively defini-
te) in the first expression (1.7) and the matrix Rt is supposed to be regular 
in the second expression (1.7) for K. (moreover, the regularity of R. also gu-
t-l -
arantees the regularity of MtPt Mt+Rt). The derivation of (,i.3) - (1.7) is 
given e.g. in f5, p. 201] or [10, p. 807] with the only exception chat the 
dimensions of all vectors and matrices in the system (1.1) and (1.2) are con-
sidered to be constant in time. However, the proof can be extended to our case 
with changing dimensions (see £9.1). 
The relations (1.3), (1.4) are the prediction steps and (1.5) - (1.7) are 
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the correction steps of the Kalman filtering algorithm. If connecting these 
two steps one can obviously write 
(1.8) st+1= $>tvKt+i
(y++rMt+i it/V-
( i . 9 ) P t + 1 = d - K t + 1 M t + 1 ) ( $ t p t $ t + r t Q t + 1 r t ) , 
( i . i o ) K t + 1 = ( * t p t 4 t + r t p t + 1 r ; ) M t + 1 [ M t + 1 ( < S > t P t ^ + r t Q t + 1 r t ) M t + 1 + R t + 1 r
1 
= p t + i
M t + i
R t + r 








If the system matrix $ and the observation matrix M are constant in time 
then the orthogonal projection x. . of x. . into Y. has the form 
(1.12) ^ = 4 % k20 
so that the prediction yT . of y. . at time t can be written as 










2. Adaptive parameter estimation in time series models by Kalman filter. 
First we remind briefly the adaptive parameter estimation results (see e.g. 














) ' is the (r,l) vector of regressors at time t, b= 
=(b,,...,b )' is the (r,l) vector of regression parameters and £,. is the re-
sidual at time t such that E( &t)=0, var( €,..)= 6 , cov(e , £t)=0 for s£t 
(6 > 0 is the further unknown parameter of the model). 
In this case the state space representation (1.1) and (1.2) suitable for 
the adaptive estimation of the parameters b can be written as 
(2.2) bt+1=bt, 
(2.3) yt=x^)t+&t, 
2 where *t=bt, vt= <<,*, <£t=I, Ft=0, Mt=xt, Qt=0, Rt= 6 . Now the relations (1.8) 
and (1.9) using (1.10) have the form 









Since the parameter 6 is unknown one can put 
(2.6) 
and rewrite (2.4) and (2.5) to the form 
V б " 2 p t 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
b t+r b t + v t+i x t+i ( >' t+r x t+i b t ) ' 
V r V ( V i V t + i + 1 ) ~ l v t x t + i V i V 
which are the formulas of the recursive least squares method for the model 
o 
(2.1). As far as the adaptive estimation of the parameter 6* is concerned 
one can obtain using the relation 
*t=^r A l ^ r V V 2 
the adaptive formula (see 13, p. 783) 
( 2 - 9 ) g t + i = t + t F ^ t - r ) ^ + < x t + i V t + i + 1 > " 1 ( y t + r x t ' + A ) 2 ] • 
The matrix 
(2.10) £ 2 p t + ř 6 t + i V í 
can be taken as the estimate of the variance matrix of bx ,. If there is no 
apriori information on the parameters one can choose the initial values of the 
.-1 T 
estimâtes at time t , e.g., as 
(2.11) 
*o vo uo 
where c is a small positive constant (see [33). 
In the following text adaptive estimation formulas are suggested for some 
multivariate time series models. 
2.1. Estimation in multivariate AR process. Let us consider an n-dimen-
sional AR(p) model of the form 
(2.i2) y t = * i y t - i + - - - + V t - P
+ e - f 
where $,,...,$> are (n,n) matrices of parameters and {<&+{ is an n-dimension-
al white noise, i.e. E( £x)=0, var( e+)= 5L> 0, cov( e , & t ^ *or s^* Let 
us denote 
vec $ , \ 
vecф2 
) ' x , 1 
( \ 
0 
vec фp / / ' Vo 
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where the operation vec $ arranges the rows of a matrix $ to a column vector. 
2 9 
The dimension of the vector b is (n p , l ) and the matrix X. is (n,n^p). 
The adaptive estimation formulas for the system 
<-•-'> b t + r
b r 
(2.14) y t =x t b t + e t 
analogous to (2.4), (2.5) and (2.9) are 
(2.i5) b t + r
b t + p t + i
x t + i
 i t 1 ( y t + r
x t + i
b t ) -
(2.16) p t + r
p t - p t x t + i
( x t + i
p t x t ' + i
+ " - t ) _ l x t + i
p r 
( 2-1 7 ) І + 1 = ZÒ~ L(t"n2p) ê + + ( y t + г
x t + i
b t + P
( У t + r
x t + i
b t + i 
) ' j -





mate X^. from time t is used. One can improve this procedure calculating at 
time t+1 auxiliary values 
b l iVtVw^^t + r
x t + iV' 
P t + i = p t - p t x t + i ( x t + i p t x t + i + ^0 x t+i p t 
and then the final values for time t+1 
s t + r V
p t + i
x t + i i t " A ^ w - ^ i V -
p t + r
p t - p t x t + i
( x t + i
p t x t + i + ^ W x t + i
p r 
^ i = - f - r - [ ( t - n 2 p ) i t + ( yt + r
x t + A* + i
) ( v t + r
x t + A* + i> 'J-
t+l-n p 
In the case of a multivariate AR(p) model we can also proceed in the fol­
lowing way using the state space representation for particular components of 














where <$> is a lower triangular matrix with unities on the main diagonal and 




) = I \ 
Vo Gj 





















































where ^ = ( 9 ^ ) , j,k=l,...,n, i=0,l,...,p. 
The particular relationships of (2.19) have the following state space re­
presentation for i=l,...,n 
( 2
-






























 ^ 1 1 '•'••"in ^11 '••••^ln '"21 '^21 *2n ' • • • • *21 '•••' 








nl > • • • • *nn
 ;
 • 
z n t + r y i , t ' v nt+i = e i , t ' 
x n t + r ( 0 ° '-yi,t '---'-yi- i ,t 'y i ,t- i>--"yn,t-i '---'yi,t-p>--->yn,t-p' 0 '--
. . . , 0 ) ' , 
v a r ( v n t + i ) = б i 
(the number of zero components in the vector x . . follows from the i-th rela­
tionship of (2.19)). The adaptive estimation formulas are for i=l,...,n 
( 2 - 2 2 ) W = W - l + P n t + i x n t + i 6 ~ 2 ( z n t + r x n t + i ' e n t + i - l ) ' ' 
r ' A 2 - I ' D 
( 2 - 2 3 ) P nt+r P nt+i- l" P nt+i- l x nt+i [ x nt+i P nt+i- l x nt+i + 6 n(t- l )+i] x nt+i P nt+i-l, 
( 2 - 2 4 ) Kur t l n F i t ( t - n p - i - 1 ) § n ( t - l ) + i + ( z n t + i - x n t + A t + i - l ) 2 J • 
2.2. Estimation in multivariate ARMA process. Let us consider an n-dimen-














where $p..., $ , 8,,..., 9 are (n,n) matrices of parameters and ib^l has 
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the same form as in ( 2 . 1 2 ) . Let us denote 
' y t - i > , 
y t - i _ 
. 0 • yt-l 






* e t - i 
A ^ A 
V y t - X t b r 
' t - q 
K-
Ь t - q 
2 ^ 7 
The dimension of the vector b is (n ( p + q ) , l ) and the matrix X. is (n,n ( p + q ) ) . 













have the following form 
(2.28) &t+l
=VPt+l*t+l --i^yt+iA+iV' 
(2.29) p t + r
p t - p t x t + i
( x t + i p t x t + i
+ - V _ 1 * t + i p r 
( 2 ' 3 0 ) i i + 1 = t+i-nVqT^"""2^" £ t ^t+A+A+i^t+rWt+P '5 ' 
(2.31) 
A A л. 
Ч+l = y t+Г x t+l b t+r 
Remark 2. The same improvement as in Remark 1 or the treatment of parti­
cular components from Section 2.1 is also possible for the model ARMA. 
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2.3. Estimation in Multivariate AR process with Missing observations. 
Let us consider the model (2.12) and let only the components i,,...,i . 
(l^i < ...<i .^n) be at our disposal at time t. The indices i,,...,i. may 
change in time so that one should write i-(t),...,i .•.v(t). If we preserve 
the denotation from Section 2.1 and, moreover, denote S.|. the matrix of the 
type (d,n) which has unities in the positions (l,i-),...,(d,F.) and zeroes in 
the remaining positions then one can modify the state space representation 




b t + Ѓ
b ť 
z ř M t b t + v t * 







var(v t )=S t ZS t . 
Since the vector z
t
 is completely observable at time t, one can use the fol­
lowing adaptive estimation formulas 





(2-36) i t+ i=
 t+1.n2(p+q) tf*-"
2^- 2t +$lAiKi>GlAKi> 'i > 
(2.37) Vr x t+r
b t+r 
(2.38) M*+1=St+1X*+1. 
The vector yjf and the matrix Xf originate from the vector y+ and the 
matrix X. using the known components of y^, y+i* y+o*"* in V-t^t-l^t-?'** 
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3. Prediction in time series models by Kalman filter. Besides its use in 
the adaptive estimation the Kalman filter is convenient for the construction 
of prediction in time series models. 
3.1. Prediction in multivariate ARMA process. Let us consider an n-dimen-
























 a r e
 known (n,n) matrices and $•&*$ has the sa­
me form as in (2.12) with a known variance matrix 2. . A more general 
ARMA (p*,q*) model can be transformed to the ARMA (p,p-l) in (3.1) by introdu­
cing zero parameter matrices if it is necessary. As far as the known parameter 
matrices are concerned, e.g., they could be estimated from the observations 
which we have at our disposal for the construction of prediction in the given 
process. 
The state space representation of the model (3.1) for the purpose of pre­







л 2 , t + l 
X p , t + l / 
Ч,t /vл 
0. . .I $ x 




' t + ľ 
A i , t 
x 2,t 
"P.t 
Ф,= Ф = 
Vo 
0...0 ф f 
0...0 ç þ ^ 
0. . . I ф, 
/V^ 











= Z , R
t
=0. 




Î* Флt . . . x ť 







Then the prediction yj . of the process value y. . constructed at time t 
for k steps ahead is given according to the formula (1.1S). 
3.2. Prediction in multivariate ARMA process with missing observations. 
If we use the matrix S. from Section 2.3 reflecting the position of the mis-
sing components of the observations at time t for the model (3.1) then the 
vector z. which we observe at t fulfils 
zrVt 
and we must replace the relationships (3.6) - (3.8) in the filter (3.4) -
(3.8) by the following ones 





The formula (1.13) can be used not only for prediction (if k>0) but also 
for the estimation of the missing components of y. (if k=0). 
3.3. Prediction in multivariate ARMA process when components are known 
till various time periods. Let the particular components of an n-dimensional 
ARMA process Sy+l = 3.(yi t'***,vn P'^ are ̂ nown till time periods t, ,...,t 
with the following ordering 
t *t 6...it .̂  
h x2 xn 
Such situation is frequent in various practical applications (see also 12}). 




produced by the Kalman filter at time t* can be used for the construction of 
n 
the following prediction 
*i ( t i V , *i < V - V 
(3.12) • J( " -MftV" 
in 
The upper indices of the values y and x in (3.12) denote that these values are 
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constructed at time t
i
 using y, . for t . ^ t 1 , . . . , y n . for t^tn« 
Let us consider the previous situation and let the value ^2 t +1 k« newly 








 then one can start 
with the value 
A 2 1' 2 3* 2*''' 2 x
t x
2 























According to (3.12) the last value can be used for the construction of 
the updated prediction 
t t (t1,t2 +i.t3....,tn) t i (t 1 ,v i , t 3 , . . . , t n ) 
П *П 
4. Numerical simulations. Let us demonstrate numerically some of the 
suggested procedures for the simulated two-dimensional AR (1) process 
(4.D v t
= Vt- i + e t 
with 
f 0.5 0 .1\ ( 1 - 1 \ 
(4.2) $,= , € + ~ i i d N9(0,S), -> = 
1 V-0.2 0 . 8 / x l \-l 5/ 
Example 1. The adaptive formulas (2.15) - (2.17) from Section 2.1 were 
applied with the initial values 




Table 1 presents the estimates bt of (^l '^12 '^21 '^22 '
 for c n o s e n "ti~ 
me periods t in a simulation of (4.1), (4.2). 
Example 2. The transformed model (2.18) has in our case the form 
V r Vt-i+ et 
with 
[1 0 \ f0.5 0 . 1 \ / l 0 
*--li l P K o . 3 o.J»**-lidM-(0'E)^-lo * 
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The adaptive formulas (2.22) - (2.24) from Section 2.1 were applied pro­
ducing the estimates b
2 t + 1
 of ( ^ J * . ? ^ ,0,0,0)' and b





 w i t h t h e i n i t i a l v a l u e s 
/ч л. */ч2 A 9 
V 5 ' °2t +l
= b2tn+2
= 0(5,l)' P2t +l=P2tn+2
=I(5,5)' * 2 t n + l
= ^гt +2= Ь 
r  2t 
"O'* ~"0 " * ' > - ' ~*o"~ *"o ' " ' " o * '•"o' 
Table 2 presents the estimates of b
2 t +
, and b
2 t + 2
 for chosen time periods t 
in a simulation of (4.1), (4.2). 
Exanple 3. The adaptive estimation formulas (2.34) - (2.38) from Section 
2.3 were applied in a simulation (4.1), (4.2) with y
1
 . missing for the time 
periods t=15,25,35,... and y
2 t




=(0,l) for t=15,25,35,..., 
=(1,0) for t=10,20,30,... . 


















Table 3 presents the estimates b
t
 of C^i} > ̂ I O »^2l » ̂ 2 2 ' ^
or c n o s e n
 ti­
me periods t. 
Exaaple 4. The prediction procedure from Section 3.2 was applied in a 
simulation of (4.1), (4.2) with y,
 t
 missing for the even time periods t and 
y
2 t
 missing for the odd time periods t, i.e. 
S
t
=(0,l) for even t, 
=(1,0) for odd t. 








 l "l 
In Table 4 the actual values y
t
=(yi -ĵ yo + ) '
 a r e
 compared with the estimates 
^t
=
^l t'^2 t^ *
or c n o s e n
 time periods t. The missing components of the vec­
tors y
t
 for the Kalmar filter are in parentheses. 
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Table 1 . Simulation results for Example 1 (estimation in two-dimensional 
AR (1) process) 
c?(1)=0.5 <*(2}=0A ^2i ) = -0-2 cp(1)=0.8 
t 5 ( 1 ) c5(1) £ ( 1 ) 5 ( 1 ) 1 ^ 1 1 , t ^12,t ^21,t ^22,t 
10 1,353 0.249 -1.588 -1.989 
20 0.918 0.188 -0.871 0.588 
30 0.850 0.183 -0.768 0.634 
200 0.573 0.083 -0.353 0.784 
210 0.590 0.086 -0.339 0.780 
220 0.566 0.086 -0.316 0.780 
230 0.577 0.087 -0.331 0.779 
Table 2. Simulation results for Example 2 (estimation in two-dimensional 
AR (1) process with state space representation for particular 
components) 
q> (o)=l У 2 1 - vÿ-o-з Sřg^oл çpg^o.з 9 ( 2 2 = 0 ' 9 
t Г 0
( o ) 
* 2 1 , t *8.t $
( 1 ) 
* 1 2 , t 
A ( 1 ) 
* 2 1 , t 
r A f l
( 1 ) 
^ 2 2 , t 
10 0.804 0.910 0.141 0.142 1.002 
25 1.029 0.750 0.108 0.551 0.962 
50 0.892 0.506 0.047 0.358 0.927 
100 0.860 0.477 0.045 0.307 0.871 
150 0.950 0.3.42 0.068 0.474 0.905 
200 0.994 0.416 0.087 0.466 0.868 
Table 3. Simulation results for Example 3 (estimation in two-dimensional 
AR (1) process with missing observations) 
9 ( 1 ) = 0 . 5 9 ( 1 ) = 0 . 1 9*2^= -°- 2 çp
(1)=0.8 
t 0 ( Ч 
^ll,t 
A ( l ) 
^ 1 2 / t * 2 1 , t 
Д ( 1 ) 
* 2 2 , t 
10 0.291 0.233 -0.195 0.647 
25 0.462 0.302 -0.252 0.771 
50 0.417 0.294 -0.154 0.765 
100 0.383 0.290 -0.193 0.720 
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150 0.438 0.319 -0.182 0.701 
200 0.399 0.307 -0.127 0.705 
Table 4. Simulation results for Example 4 (prediction in two-dimensional 
AR (1) process with missing observations). 
1 yl,t y2,t yl,t y2,t 
10 (2.097) -3.485 0.710 -3.485 
19 -0.729 (3.818) -0.729 2.723 
50 (-2.923) 3.324 -0.086 3.324 
79 1.456 (-3.608) 1.456 -2.825 
90 (1.207) -5.225 1.091 -5.225 
99 -1.245 (-3.254) -1.245 -2.744 
120 (-0.347) 5.472 -0.730 5.472 
149 -0.769 (-4.793) -0.769 -6.388 
180 (0.503) 4.256 0.700 4.256 
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